
DEPARTMENT OF INTERNAL AFFAIRS OF THE CITY OF ALMATY 

INVESTIGATIVE ADMINISTRATION 
 

To Chief of the UVD1 

of Medeu rayon 

police major 

B.B. Totybayev 
 

INSTRUCTION 
 

 Found in the proceedings of the SU DVD2 of the city of Almaty is criminal case No. 

187500031000660 initiated under art. 405 pt.2 of the CC RK.3 

 On 07.05.2018 at around 12:00 o’clock a report was received in the DVD of the city of Almaty about 

how a group of unestablished persons were taking part in a not sanctioned rally on the territory of «Arbat» 

situated at the address:  city of Almaty ul. Panfilova, in support of «DVK – Democratic choice of 

Kazakhstan» (recognized by the court of Yesil rayon of the city of Astana of [sic] 13.03.2018 as an extremist 

organization), the activity of which is prohibited on the territory of the Republic of Kazakhstan. 

 On 07.05. of the year 2018 the given fact was registered by investigator of the SU DVD of the city of 

Almaty A.A. Kantarbayev in the ERDR4 against No. 187500031000660 based on features of the elements of 

the criminal offense prescribed by art. 405 pt.2 of the CC RK. 

 In connection, with which I ask you to instruct employees subordinate to you, to conduct an 

interrogation of the following persons: 

1. Gayni Abdualiyevna Yerimbetova, y.o.b. [sic] 02.01.1949, residing at the address:  city of Almaty, 

Medeu rayon, ul. Bogenbai’ batyra, d.88, kv.7; 

2. Sabyrjan Atysbekovich Kasanov, y.o.b. 01.02.1972, resuding at the address:  city of Almaty, Medeu 

rayon, ul. Sarsenbayeva, d. 127 kv.1; 

3. Myrzakhan Myrzakmetovich Yerimbetov, y.o.b. 31.03.1949, residing at the address:  city of Almaty, 

Medeu rayon, ul. Bogenbai’ batyra, d. 88, kv.7; 

4. Jasaral Minajadinovich Kuanyshalin, y.o.b. 07.04.1949, residing at the address:  city of Almaty, ul. 

Valikanova, d.22. 

5. Aralbek Saktaganovich Murzaliyev, y.o.b. 12.03.1968, residing at the address:  city of Almaty, 

Medeu rayon, ul. Shashkina/Al-Farabi, d.19, korpus 110; 

6. Yerbola Kubeyevicha Kerimova, y.o.b. 25.01.1988, residing at the address:  city of Almaty, Medeu 

rayon, ul. Ayteke bi, d.28, kv.12; 

7. Anwar Abdikarimovich Aykumbekov, y.o.b. 14.03.1985, residing at the address:  city of Almaty, 

Medeu rayon, u. Taimanova, d. 127. 

8. Alma Gizatovna Abdugalimova, y.o.b. 09.11.1956, residing at the address:  city of Almaty, Medeu 

rayon, ul. Jiekuslova, d.86; 

9. Nadia Mazhitovna Ismanova y.o.b. 21.04.1961, residing at the address:  city of Almaty, Medeu 

rayon, ul. Sakhariyeva dom 26. 

  

                                                           
1 UVD – Administration of Internal Affairs. 
2 SU DVD – Investigative Administration of the Department of Internal Affairs. 
3 CC RK – Criminal Code of the Republic of Kazakhstan. 
4 ERDR – Unified Register of Pre-trial Inquests. 
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10. Yevgenia Petrovna Grishina y.o.b. 19.11.1989, residing at the address:  city of Almaty, Medeu rayon, 

per. Dachnyi 7. 

11. Almas Amirovich Shoyinbayev y.o.b. 06.07.1981 residing at the address:  city of Almaty, Medeu 

rayon, ul. Kabanbay batyra 55 kv. 17. 

12. Askhat Kurmanbayevich Bersalimov y.o.b. 09.04.1971 residing at the address:  city of Almaty, 

Medeu rayon, mkr. Samal 1 dom 6 kv. 41. 

13. Salima Konopyanovna Kagazbayeva y.o.b. 29.11.1961, residing at the address:  city of Almaty, 

Medeu rayon, ul. Boribayeva dom 17 kv. 39. 

 

 During the interrogation to pose the following questions: 
 Question:  Do you know, that the «DVK» movement is officially prohibited on the territory of the RK, that 

the given party is an extremist party from 18.03.2018 by a decision of the Yesil rayon court of the city of Astana? 

 Question:  Do you belong to the «DVK»?  If yes, then since what time?  What does membership in the 

given movement involve by [sic] you? 

 Question:  Do you support the ideas of the «DVK» movement with respect to overthrowing power in the 

Republic of Kazakhstan? 

 Question:  Do You belong to the «DVK» chat rooms in the «Telegramm» messaging app?  If yes, then 

which ones specifically do you belong to? 

 Question:  Under what «nickname» do You implement correspondence in the indicated chat rooms? 

 Question:  From what telephone number are You registered in the given chat rooms? 

 Question:  Do You use a VPN, if yes, then what kind? 

 Question:  Do You use telephone numbers belonging to the cellular companies of other states for entering 

into and registering in the «DVK» chat rooms in the «Telegramm» messaging app, if yes, then what telephone 

numbers? 

 Question:  Who personally of the DVK activists do You know? 

 Question:  Did You take part in the «DVK» events [aktsiyakh] of 22 March, 1,7,8,9 and 10 May of the 

year 2018?  If yes, then with what intentions did You participate in the given events, what were Your actions? 

 Question:  Did someone invite You, advise to come out to the indicated events? 

 Question:  Did You receive instruction from anybody of the activists and moderators of the «DVK» 

movement, relative to personal conduct in the event of apprehension by employees of the police? 

 Question:  Knowing that the «DVK» movement has been recognized by a court as an extremist party, do 

You intend to continue to support it and to belong to its movement? 

 Question:  Did You engage in the agitation of people with respect to joining the «DVK» party? 

 

 I ask [you] to report about work done in the time period established by law, in written order. 

 

 

 

Sr.investigator of the SU DVD of the city of Almaty 

police captain A.A. Kantarbayev 

 
s.t.5 87023911208. 

                                                           
5 s.t. – unknown abbreviation. 


